
Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-06-30 

 

1: Adelaide de Ruthven - New 

Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in February of 

1997, via Ansteorra 

Argent, three cats passant sable 

within a bordure arzure. 
 

 

2: Alejandro Ramirez Mendoza - 

New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in December of 

1991, via the Outlands 

(Fieldless) A falcon per bend azure and argent. 

This submission is to be associated with Alejandro Ramirez Mendoza 
 

 

3: Amalia Zavattini - New Badge  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in February of 

2000, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) A cat passant guardant 

contourny azure. 

This submission is to be associated with Amalia Zavattini 
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Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-06-30 

 

4: Amalia Zavattini - New Badge 

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in February of 

2000, via Ansteorra 

(Fieldless) In saltire a mace Or and 

a sewing needle argent. 

This submission is to be associated with Amalia Zavattini 
 

 

5: Andreas von Meissen - New 

Badge  

OSCAR is unable to find the name, 

either registered or submitted. 

(Fieldless) On an eagle Or a lozenge 

per saltire gules and argent. 

This submission is to be associated with Andreas von Meissen 
 

6: Caiterína O'Hare - New Name  

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

No major changes. 

Sound most important. 

<Caiterfna> p. 45, t)Corrain & Maguire, Irish Names O'Hare - p.328, R&W, DBS 

Client prefers an early O'Hara (Anglo-Irish) 
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Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-06-30 

 

7: Catarina Francésca Magdalèna 
della Scala - New Name & New 

Device  

Quarterly, erminois and pean. 

Submitter desires a feminine name. 

No major changes. 

<Catarina> De Felice, Nomi, pg. 102. listed as a variant of Caterina. 

<Francesca> De Felice, Nomi, pg, 175, listed as a feminine variant of Francesco. 

<Magdalena> De Felice. Nomi, pg. 244, listed as a variant of Maddalena. 

<della Scala> della Scala is a toponymic, formed as demonstrated in "Names in the 

15th Century Florence and her Dominions: the Condado," Juliana de Luna 

(http://www.3-abriel.org/names/juliana/condado/). De Luna states "More common are 

names derived from generic toponymies, which are found with della (femine) and 

dello (masculine), or more rarely dafla and dafie: della Caste[fa], detla Quercpa], della 

Torre, delta Valle." Scafa is found in De Felice, Cognomi, pg 226. De Felice attributes 

the name as meaning "the area, steep coast, which races in steps or terraces," Long-

standing precedent [registration, in February 1996 of Arianna Rosa Christina 

Veneziano, supported by documentation that Catherine de' Medici was chn'stened 

Caterina Maria Romola.] holds that three given names in Italian is registerable, albeit 

with a weirdness. 
 

 

8: Dietrich Wyß - Resub Device  

OSCAR finds the name registered 

exactly as it appears in September of 

2011, via Ansteorra 

Per pale sable and argent, a vol 

counterchanged. 

His previous two submissions were returned by Kingdom for improper eclipsing of a 

sun or demi-sun. This is a entirely new design. 
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Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-06-30 

 

9: Kazimir Liskovich syn Volkov - 

New Name & New Device  

Sable, a wolf rampant argent within 

a bordure erminois 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

No changes. 

<Kazimir> Wickenden, A Dictionary, pg. 134: Kazimir Oleksandrov, c. 1498. 

<Liskovich> Wickenden, A Dictionary, pg. 188: listed as a patronymic variant of 

"Lis". Danilo Liskovich, c. 1580. 

<syn> Wickenden, A Dictionary, pg. XXII: Wickenden states that it was common to 

add the word syn [son] to the patronymic, and that it was usually placed after the 

patronymic. He also notes that if the father had two given names, and both were used 

as patronymics, the syn could be placed after either but not both. 

<Volkov> Wickenden, A Dictionary, pg. 400: listed as a patronymic of "Volk". 

Dmitrok Volkov, c. 1495. Wickenden notes on pg. XXVI that patronymic descriptive 

bynames are name elements that describe the person by taking an adjective or noun 

and adding a patronymic style ending to create a proto-surname. Volk is the Russian 

word for wolf. This name is therefore valid as either <given name> <first patronymio 

<syn> 

<proto-surname> or <given name> <first patronymic> <syn> <second patronymic>. 

 

10: Samuel Dewy - New Name  

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Sound (Samuel Dewy) most important. 

<Samuel> Withycombe, p263 sn Samuel says that the name occurs as early as 1273. 

<Dewy> PH Reaney, Wilson - A Dictionary of English Surnames lists Dewy as early 

as 1279 sn Dewey, Dewy. 
 

11: Þorin Sáli - New Name  
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Ansteorra ILoI dated 2012-06-30 

Please consider the following possible conflicts identified by OSCAR (many will not 

be conflicts): Aaron Exile(12/1990) 

Submitter desires a masculine name. 

Sound (The first name Torin) most important. 

<Thorin> Per the February 2008 LoAR, "Thorin was documented as an Old English 

name, but Fellowes-Jensen, Scandinavian Personal Namess in lincolnshire and 

Yorkshire cites a Grunekell f. Thorin. This shows Thorin as a latinized Norse name. 

1055-1059." However, Lind, C. 1169, cites ^orinn as Mythological masculine name 

and twin as a dvergr "dwarf" name. 

<Stall> Cleasby and Vigfusson - Found both as a personal name and as a by-name in 

Old Danish as Stall, in old Swedish as Stale, and in OW. Norse as Stall. Derived from 

OW. Norse stal "steel". Occurs as a personal name in the runic genitive case form 

[s(t)a(l)a] in N186+: "£6rlafr Stall's son raised (the) stone in memory of Oiafr of 

Byggland, Erlendr's son." p 585 s.v. stal 
 

 
OSCAR counts 5 Names, 4 Devices and 4 Badges. There are a total of 13 items 

submitted on this letter. 


